


The NHS logo

If NHS Blue or black not
available, use darkest colour.

5 or 32

No contrast between
logo and background.

35

Don’t use a tint of
NHS Blue.

5



The NHS logo

Always use an original 
graphic file.

5

Don’t use pale colours if 
NHS Blue or black are not 
available.

32



The NHS logo

Never redraw the NHS 
logo. Use an original file.

5

NHS logo can be
reproduced on a pale 
background.

34 

Preferred option after
NHS Blue.

5



The NHS logo

Although not ideal,
reverse out of darker colours.

35

Never recolour the
NHS logo.

5 or 32





Logotypes

Correct.

Stick to the format in 
appendix II.

47

Correct. The short version 
will also be accompanied by 
a long version on the 
logotype disk sent to your
CI lead.



Logotypes

The Organisation name 
should be in NHS Blue in a 
two colour version.

Wrong. Never reconfigure 
the logotype. Use format 
given in Appendix II.

If there is no room for the full
logotype the NHS logo can be 
used on its own. The name
of the organisation can
appear elsewhere.





Logo sizes

CD

7



Logo sizes

BC B

A

C





Exclusion zones

Logotype is too close to 
edge of publication. 
Graphics break exclusion 
zone.

Correct.
6



Exclusion zones

Perfect

Logotype on top of image 
impairing visibility. Type 
breaks exclusion zone.





Stationery

Ambulance service can 
use the Crown Badge in 
full colour or just black if  
preferred.

14

Non-statutory organisations 
should indicate accountability 
on letterheads.

12



Stationery

NHS logotype should 
remain top right for equal 
partnerships and follow 
general guidelines. 
Accountability should 
be clear.

14





Signage

Right-hand direction 
arrows should be next
to type.

N/A



Signage

Use Frutiger wherever 
possible.

N/A

Correct example.
N/A





Recruitment advertising

Only one NHS logo on 
each publication. Joint 
ventures should be 
described in type.
Background graphic 
interfering with type. Not
Frutiger and mixed 
typefaces.



Recruitment advertising

Clear advertisement.
Consistent with guidelines.





Presentations using Powerpoint

Blue background with
white type can be read 
more easily.

If Frutiger not available
use Arial.
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Presentations using Powerpoint

Times New Roman is not 
ideal for Powerpoint
presentations.

Mottled backgrounds 
do not help clarity.





Colour palette

Colours of background make 
heading hard to read.

Low contrast between 
heading and the background.

26



Colour palette

Using the NHS colour 
palette with simple but 
modern effectiveness.

Strong contrast between 
colours add clarity and 
aids visibility.





Imagery and photography

Fresh looking, 
positive image.

Confusing and overly 
complicated image.
Not particularly modern 
in style.

36



Imagery and photography

Simple illustration 
addressing an 
embarrassing problem

‘Real’ person working in the 
NHS, shot in black 
and white.





Campaigns

NHS logo shouldn’t be ‘read’. 
Text over image is not clear.
Not using NHS typefaces.
Green type on blue not visible

various

Correct effectiveness by 
using just three colours.
Simple image supporting 
national campaign.

various



Campaigns

Again, cost effective solution to 
meet common problem.

various




